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ABSTRACT: : Regulation No. 17, published in 1962, by the EEC Treaty saw the allocation of 20 thousand million
lire to support the construction of new pre-fabricated school buildings in Italy; moreover, it initiated a particular
event in building industrialization development. The primary aim of the regulation was concerned with the necessity to construct a large number of buildings in a short time and at low cost in order to meet the demands
of increasing school intake numbers. A key issue was to identify and assess new building technologies and strategies that could be applied in the education sector. To address these issues, the Centro Studi per l’Edilizia
Scolastica (CSES) was founded as a new body within the Ministry of Education; it was delegated to defining
the technical programme and guiding the development of pre-fabricated building systems.

THE DEBATE OF THE 1950’s
The English model
The 12th international design exhibition “La Triennale di Milano” in 1960 dedicated a whole section reserved to
the theme “home and school”. It was the first significant occasion in which the principles and the developmental methods for school building constructions were critically tackled since the Second World War in Italy.
Of the various initiatives exhibited, a prototypical English elementary school was presented; it was extremely
well received since it represented an innovative model, both for the pedagogical profile it fell under and for
the construction-technique solutions it adopted. In summary, the innovative aspects of this new direction for
the planning of educational spaces were summarised by the following points: 1. Each school building is a
unique case in itself and that is why a “standard model” inherently neglects an institute’s pedagogical requirements; 2. In order to permit freedom in planning, the construction systems must base themselves upon the
combination of unified elements (load-bearing structures, non-load bearing walls, window fittings, etc.); consequently, standardisation must be able to take into consideration the majority of a building’s components; 3.
All the systems are based upon modular coordination. The prototype exhibited in Milan – as a result of a programme of educational reform promoted by the “Consortium of Local Authorities Special Program”
(C.L.A.S.P.) – represented the most diffuse model in England and at the same time an exemplary case for the
application of the principles listed above.
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Figure 1: The C.L.A.S.P. prototype exhibit at the 12th “Triennale di Milano” design exhibition
Putting aside the pedagogical and organisational issues expressed by the C.L.A.S.P. programme and solely
considering construction-method aspects, the issue of most interest, in relation to the development of Italian
school buildings during that time, was the prospect of matching the new requirements of a quantitative increase in the level of education – correlated with the costs and the time scales necessary for the construction
of new school buildings – with that of performance, attributed to the architectural quality and function of the
teaching spaces.
Indeed, the scene that depicts the low qualitative standard of the Italian school buildings of the 1950’s is well
represented by the “bitter page” that accompanied the Casabella design magazine article by Ciro Cicconcelli, edition No. 245, in the November of 1960. The statement by Cicconcelli – that one could say represents a
key point of reference regarding the development programmes of school buildings from the second World
War until the 1970’s – is centred upon the acknowledgment of widespread deficiencies in both educational issues and in the quality of planning. In other terms, the “type” of school buildings in use in Italy in the 1950’s
continued to remain faithful to the original format of the 18 hundreds, being based upon a distribution scheme
of corridors and the adoption of a construction system of load-bearing walls.

Figure 2: Extract from the “bitter page” appearing in Casabella 245, 1960
The C.L.A.S.P. prototype presented in Milan gave the possibility to make the negative aspects of this planning
and demonstrated a functional organisation based upon a single central space – of double height – for
common activities and upon which the other classrooms, dedicated to distinct services according to the
needs of the individual classes, converged. This key and highly functional feature added the necessary attention to the use of industrial construction systems and the adoption of a skeleton of a steel frame.
Both of these issues constituted the central nucleus of the theoretical and operational direction for the school
building development programmes that took form in 1952 with the birth of the Centre of Studies for School
Buildings, directed by Ciro Cicconcelli.
The role of The Centre of Studies for School Buildings (C.S.E.S)
In 1949, Ciro Cicconcelli won the public tender set by the Ministry of Education for the planning of an elementary school that required the application of innovative criteria stemming from the regulations in force at that
time. The proposal by Cicconcelli summarised one of the fundamental principles of this new direction: the introduction of the “functional unit”, that is the adoption of a system based upon the aggregation of “functional
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units” formed by a maximum of 5 classrooms detached from a common space. The reference to which Cicconcelli looked to was that offered by some of the ideas by Hans Scharoun on the theme of the physicpsychology applied to architecture and were exemplified in the project of an elementary school for the city of
Darmstadt in 1951.
Thus, when Cicconcelli was appointed as director of C.S.E.S. in 1952, the essential requirements, upon which future development programmes of public school building would be directed, were already defined. This immediately produced a substantial change in the regulatory system. With the subsequent issuing of the EEC
treaty regulation 645/54, then supported in 1956 by the technical regulations established by C.S.E.S., started a
new phase in the allocation of public funds associated to the definition of the regulatory criteria and the planning of school buildings. In particular, continuing the set-up initiated by Cicconcelli, it became established
that all the buildings must be based upon multiples of a base-units (synonymous to the above mentioned functional unit) that includes four or five classrooms organised around a “common hall”, intended as an interactive
and social space. Furthermore, the maximum number of classrooms should not exceed twenty-four, and the
number of floor levels should not be no more than two.
The definition of a technical set of regulations based upon the definition of typological criteria as a guide and
reference for the planning of school buildings, was not, however, sufficient alone to guarantee the quality of
the resulting products, that were obviously conditional upon both professional capabilities and the technological equipment available. Indeed, one of the first tasks assumed by C.S.E.S. was that of representing both of
these functions: from one side, as the drafter of the regulatory techniques and of the planning criteria; on the
other, as a certified body for controlling the quality of construction systems and building components. In addition, they also had to promote a multi-year financial plan, in agreement with the Ministerial bodies, for the development of prefabricated school buildings that was to be implemented during the early 1960’s.

Figure 3: Hans Scharoun, elementary school in Darmstadt, 1951
THE YEARS OF THE ECONOMIC BOOM
The prefabricated school building plan
Following the issuing of Lex N°17 (EEC Treaty regulation No. 17) on 26th January 1962, that increased the preceding allocation of 1.4 billion, set by Lex N° 53 (regulation No. 53) on the 15th February 1961, to the considerable figure of 20 billion Lire – to finance the increase in the number of prefabricated school buildings – a particular event in the process of post-War Italian construction industrialisation development was initiated. The
financially modest and limited motion set by the 1961 law “ to provide for the deficiency of school classrooms”
– a motion that from 1957 had already pushed the General Director for Elementary Education to finance the
increase in the existing school complexes with prefabricated “pavillons – was substituted in the successive year
by a more extensive project aimed at satisfying not only the immediate requirements, but also to provide solutions for the more organic planning of future constructions to guarantee improved correspondence with the
dimensional and functional standards expected to meet the growth in the primary schools.
In this context, and according to such aims, an outsourcing tender was announced on the 1st June 1962, defined by due phases: the first phase pertained to the qualification of the construction systems of modular elements proposed by the participating companies; the second involved the allocation of the construction projects that were financed by the Ministry and corresponded to 339 school buildings to be build in 35 provinces
within Italy. Only 24 of the 108 companies invited passed the first phase and of these 21 were awarded the responsibility to execute the works under the project management of the Institute of School Building Developments (Sviluppo dell’Edilizia Sociale; ISES).
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Such specific and circumstantial experience, connected to the issuing of a specific law – covered by considerable State funding – represented a first important step in the process of the development of prefabricated
building in Italy, since it triggered experimental research in this field to be conducted.
Indeed, the successive legislative initiative (regulation No. 1358 of 18-12-1964) would take form from this idea
(that brought back into force the preceding regulation No. 47 of 26-01-63) that put in balance the figure of
2400 Million Lire) for the period of July to December in 1964 and another 2200 million for the financial year of
1965, in order to finance the “school building, including prefabricated buildings, experiments”.
In July 1965, the Ministry of Public Buildings and Works published a second call for tenders, to which 100 Italy
companies were invited, for the putting into effect of the aforementioned experimental programme and
aimed to construct 26 buildings destined as elementary schools.
On the 2nd October 1965 the deadline for the presentation of projects expired and let way to the merit evaluation phase carried out by a Ministerial commission and assisted by various university lecturers. The outcome of
this construction system validation procedure resulted in the selection of 19 companies that were deemed as
suitable for the various jobs; they were: 1. Bortolaso – Verona; Cassinelli e Guercini – Roma; 3. Cofic –Roma; 4.
Comasinder – Roma; 5. Curtain-wall (Bini) – Calliano (Trento); 6. Feal Sud – Roma; 7. Grassetto – Padova; 8.
Greppi – Lomagna (Como); 9. IPI – Milano; 10. IRCOM – Roma; 11. ISCI – Milano; 12. IVAP – Bari: 13. Leonori –
Roma; 14. Pasotti – Brescia; 15. Scac – Roma; 16. Sogene – Roma; 17. Soprefin – Roma; 18. Spred – Milano; 19.
Tecnosider – Roma.
These two open tenders, that took place over a limited time-frame – approximately a half decade between
1961 and 1966 – made way for the possibility we have today to decipher the technological level that was
reached by the Italian construction industry in the planning and experimentation of new prefabricated construction systems during the years of the so-called economic boom.

Figure 4: The secondary school in Pistoia. The Bortolaso system. Building site imagines and its present state.
The importance of experience
The significance and the contribution arising from the implementation of the aforementioned Ministerial programme for the prospects of developments in industrialised buildings in Italy in the 1960’s, is linked to a series of
technological and economical reasons and social characteristics, of which the most important issues are
summarised below.
A first issue correlates to the completion timescales for the construction jobs. The expected contractual times
for the completion of the school buildings – on average, ranging between 6 to 8 months – were generally respected. A fact that clearly confirmed the feasibility of using prefabricated systems and pre-empted the prospect for new investments to be made within the field of construction industrialisation. However, a counterpoint
was that the availability of work forces, at the time, was much greater than the request for workers, and this
created an significant social problem, presenting an opposition to the development of industrialised processes, that were, naturally, orientated towards reducing the number of workers required.
Another important issue arising from this counterpoint centred upon being able to satisfy all potential requests
for public buildings (housing, schools, hospitals) that involved the direct participation of the State and the auxiliary bodies as buyers. This final and central issue, constituted a most significant characteristic and positive
contribution and anticipated the response from the Ministerial programme for school buildings, since it represented the first consistent job order able to activate the mechanism of the economic market, by increasing offers. In the report by Eng. Antonio Franco (the President of the 1st section of the Committee for Public Works at
the “National Congress for the Problems of Industrialised Building” held in Bologna the 16th-17th October 1965),
emphasis was indeed placed upon the function expressed by the public buyer in the favour of the development of the processes and the methods of industrialisation within the building sector in Italy: “(…) all the recent
European experience converges to indicate the State as buyer by definition, with regards to industrialised
building. For the Italian situation in particular, it is certain that only the State can determine the conditions of
the market capable of producing development in the sense desired here: private buyers would not be able
to, in the first phase, conform to the orientation that production would have assumed in relation to the needs
of the public works. (...) The experience gained in the field of school building construction has facilitated the
development of various prefabrication systems, putting in place the structures in competitive terms”.
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The importance of these specific experiences is not therefore only referring to issues of technical nature, but
also represents a successful case in which the chain of relations between buyers, designers, construction companies and final users has followed a procedure of proactive collaboration, overcoming the general conflict
of interests between the parties. In particular, it has successfully sped up both the relationship between buyer
and the Work Director – this made room for collaborations of various forms, inclusive of experimental research
and technical assistance for the companies – and that of planning, conceived as a continuous function, from
the conception until the execution of the work. Indeed, the appointing of the Work Director for all the job orders scheduled by the open tender was awarded, via the appropriate public contract to ISES. The outsourced
contracts scheduled the terms of consignment to be between 6 to 8 months, starting from the moment when
the site locations were made available by the municipalities, that had a period of up to 60 days from the assignment notification date to do so.
THE C.S.E.S. MANUALS
The intense activities of the C.S.E.S. for the promotion and the development of the Ministerial programmes,
were collected and exposed via the publication of the Centre of Studies for School Buildings Manuals, that
consequently became the most up to date and advanced instrument of technical reference for the professionals and the workers of the sector. In particular, editions 4 to 5, published in 1965, were entirely dedicated to
the state of research and to the production within the sector of prefabricated school buildings of the time.
They contained a comparative analysis of the construction systems proposed by the 22 Italian companies, selected on the base of the validation procedure of the experimental programme that was promoted by the
Ministry of Public Education and Training, that is: 1. Bini; 2. Bortolaso; 3. Ceto Medio; 4. Comasinder; 5. Coprefel;
6. Edilplast; 7. Elp; 8. Feal; 9. Grassetto; 10. Greppi; 11. IPI; 12. IRCOM; 13. Pasotti; 14. Pollice;15. Saira; 16. Salvit;
17. Siaro; 18. Spred Gaburri / Laingmet / Pizzarotti; 19. Tecnosider; 20. Vibrocemento.
The primary objective was that of to assess the quality level of the construction systems employed by means of
a verification of the required performances of the materials and components; this was carried out through a
collaboration between C.S.E.S. and l’I.S.E.S on the buildings constructed by the companies involved. The verifications regarded the following parameters: 1. The acoustic conditions ; 2. The lighting and colour conditions; 3.
thermal conditions and ventilation; 4. Security conditions; 5. The conditions of durability.
For the sake of brevity, only some of the evaluations are presented referring to the structural systems, the external walls and the internal partitioning, that allowed, in their simplicity, some features of the state of technological advancement achieved by the Italian sector for prefabricated buildings of the time to be defined.
Load-bearing framework
First of all: the choice of the load-bearing framework. Of all of the single-floor buildings, 4 were completed in
reinforced concrete, 8 were in steel, 6 were of other materials (of load-bearing panels) and only one was
composed of a mixed structure comprised of a load-bearing framework plus load-bearing walls. For multi-level
buildings, 9 of the 12 were built in steel and only 3 in reinforced concrete.
The preference awarded to the dry procedure in steel was symbolic of the fact that such a construction system supplied the most guarantee compared to the prefabricated constructions in reinforced concrete – be it
either in pilasters or of panels – and above all for the construction times involved, for the pre-controls of the
building site phases and also for lighter structural characteristics. In particular, in the majority of the cases a solution of continue pilasters and interrupted beams was adopted with constraints of simple support. For example, the solution of interrupted pilasters and looping beams became the adopted system for the company
Tecnosider, while a mixed solution was adopted by company IPI with interrupted beams and pillars/pilasters,
with cup-joint connections to those that connect to bolted joints to the beams.
External walls
The investigations carried out by the ISES on the required performances of the closure of the opaque external
walls, showed, however, that the best guarantee regarding the two principal requirements – mechanical
shock resistance and time-dependent detritions processes – would be supplied by panels of reinforced concrete. The materials chosen by the various construction companies were classified as follows: 1. Fibre cements
(Asbestos, Glasal, Petralit); 2. Plastic resins (laminated polyesters); 3. Woody fibres; 4. Cements; 5. Metals (sheet
metal in galvanised steel, sheet metal in painted steel or plastic laminated; aluminium). In reality only five
companies utilised concrete panels (Grassetto, Ircom, Spred Gaburri, Fibrocemento) while the other technological solutions were based upon the use of light materials with thermal isolation characteristics: asbestos (Bini,
IPI, Salvit); TecnosiderFibre cements (Pasotti, Siaro); sheet metal in galvanised or plastic-laminated steel (Comasinder, Pollice, Greppi); painted aluminium (Feal); glass fibre reinforced resin (Edilplast, Bortolaso); Glasal
(Ceto Medio); Petralit (Saira). Only two systems adopted a “double external wall” with acoustic and fire-proof
isolation functions: the company Bini with fire-resistant vegetable fibre panels; Coprefel with panels of Apexil
between strata of wood.
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Internal walls
The materials used could be classified into six categories: 1. Fibre cements (asbestos, petralit); Resins (polyesters, predominantly reinforced); Woody fibres; Cements (simple or with pumice stone); plaster (simple or reinforced); Metals (sheet metals). A first problem evidenced by ISES regarded the missing correspondences to the
following technical-functional requirements relative to the fastening of the schools equipments; excessively
thin panels (sheet metal, fibre cements); hardness (concretes, sheet metal in steel) or mechanical fragility (fibre cements, plaster). A second considerable issue pointed out by ISES was instead relative to the performances offered in terms of “transpiration” of the internal walls, that is with regards to the permeability of the
hangings to condensation vapour: the majority of the technical solutions adopted (concretes, metal, resins)
did not guarantee the appropriate transpiration of the hangings and even the permeable materials or
semipermeable materials (woody fibres) were protected with pigments that impermeabilised the surfaces. A
separate case was represented by the use of a panel in chalky conglomerate (Comasinder, Greppi, IRCOM)
for which a doubt was pointed out regarding the durability of such hangings at that time, even when this was
equipped with reinforcement (Greppi) or with fibre. The observation was based upon the fact that both the reinforcement and the fibre reduced the hydroscopicity of the plaster only when the volume of mortar was reduced, but at the same time it did not influence the breaking up process of the humidity that was explained
by a plastic type of deformation – for the simple plaster.

Figure 5 (left): Manual N. 4-5 of the C.S.E.S.
Figure 6 (right): Table of comparisons of the FEAL system joint construction details, Grassetto, IPI, IRCOM, Pasotti

Figure 7 (left): Table of comparisons of the walls with external walls IRCOM, Pasotti, Pollice, SALVIT, SIARO,
SPRED-GABURRI/LAING, VIBROCEMENTO, CETOMEDIO, COMASINDER, EDILPLAST, SAIRA, TECNOSIDER
Figure 8 (right): Table of comparisons of the load-bearing frameworks and the prevalence of the construction
systems in steel
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A CASE STUDY
The construction system of the company IRCOM from Rome.
On the occasion of the second open tender of 1965, the company Ircom was awarded the project for the
construction of the secondary school Dante Alighieri, in Pesaro. A multilevel building that contains 24 classrooms (the maximum allowed by the Ministerial programme), a gymnasium and an auditorium; in addition, the
school advances across multiple levels according to the slope of the terrain (with a maximum dislevelling of
seven meters).
Consequently, both for the extension and for the spatial articulation, such a building can be considered to be
an important example of the potential expected result of the programme for prefabricated school buildings
from that time.
The building is set up on a plateau of reinforced concrete – arranged over two levels – as the foundation base,
upon which is immersed the anchoring slab of the skeleton of steel pillars that use a cup system (schematised
as a hinge truss); the beams/pillars of square cross-section, 12x12 cm, are of two different types (HE with tissues
and coupled C’s) and of different standard heights (3.80 and 5.70 cm) in order to support the different levels
imposed by floors. The floors were built in prefabricated panels (of the Bisap type) of 12 cm, perpendicular to
the secondary beams and completed by a reinforced extradossal plate of 5 cm. On the other hand, the covers of the gymnasium and the auditorium were composed of wave sheet metal with a reinforced extradossal
plate. The grid of beams presented three different typologies: the principle rectangular-type beams, the secondary Joist-type beams and finally the alveolar beams for the cover of the workshop/laboratory classrooms.
As previously mentioned the external wall rendering was double layered interposed by an air-chamber: the
external panel in concrete (according to two typologies, one for the gym and the other for the remainder of
the building) was anchored to the metallic structure by means of a clamp; whereas, the internal panel was
made in non-reinforced plaster. The same panels, couple on two external sides of the pilasters then acted as
internal partitioning.

Figures 9-10: The school of Pesaro, by the company IRCOM, 1967. Project model and imagine from the time

Figures 11-12: The construction system in steel by the company IRCOM. On the left the mounting phase of the
steel structure is shown and on the right the connection joint of the pillars of the foundation plateau and the
docking system of the reinforced concrete panels
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The current conditions
The forty years that have elapsed since the construction of the building are a sufficient length of time to allow
the evaluation of whether the technical solutions adopted were successful or not, with respects to both the
Ministerial programme expectations and to the actual safety characteristics, maintenance and functionality
of the building. An analysis conducted on the conserved state of the building has indeed shown the presence
of a series of constructional and structural deteriorations and pathologies.
Regarding the first aspect, this is a general question affects a good part of public buildings real-estate that
was built before the coming into force of the seismic law 64/74. The regulations of today require a safety guarantee related to seismic events and require a detailed evaluation of the expected danger levels, especially in
the cases of specialised buildings, like school buildings.
This aspect then interrelates with a second that regards the building methods of the double-layered external
walls of the school in Pesaro, with specific reference to those of the gymnasium. The concrete panels show extensive evidence of carbonation with expulsion of the iron cover in various points.
A second considerable pathology of deterioration is instead represented by the panels in plaster of the double internal partitions. The doubts raised by ISES, previously cited, refer to the gradual and progressive failing of
the plaster due to the process of physical-chemical deterioration induced by the absorption of condensation
water vapour; rendering these doubts as profusely confirmed. The monitoring conducted over the course of
the last two years has, in fact, shown a progressive acceleration of the cracked state present on the wall coverings of the gymnasium and also of the internal wall partitions.

Figures 13 -14: The school in Pesaro, built by the company IRCOM. The actual state of the external wall in reinforced concrete and particularly of the cracks in the internal walls made of plaster panels
CONCLUSIONS
The issues discussed above represent a brief description of the problems and the expectations of this research,
that is directed at understanding the importance of the study of planning and construction characteristics as
being indispensable for all proposed construction projects. Such an approach, widely shared and followed in
the restoration field of historical properties, also needs to be applied to the extensive public real-estate constructed in the 1950’s and 1960’s, of which the peculiarity is represented by the wide heterogeneity of the existing technological solutions. For such intentions, precise knowledge of the construction methods used, expressed in terms of their technological and production context of that time, presents an aid and guide to
guarantee the execution of a preservation action that is well informed and that respects the original characteristics of the building.
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